The recent discovery by Bednorz and Muller [1] of high temperature superconductivity in the La-BaCu-0 system of layered copper oxides initiated an intense research for even higher Tc in related systems : thus a superconducting transition around 90 K was reported in the Y-Ba-Cu-0 system [2] . The stoichiometry of the superconducting phases was soon defined either from phase-diagram studies [3] [4] [5] or from structural determinations [6] [7] [8] [9] . Such materials are of major interest for future technological applications so we started a program of thin-film elaboration [10] using a d.c. sputtering device designed for complex compounds deposition. When preparing target materials, we noticed that the superconducting transition temperature Tc of these compounds is strongly dependent on their oxygen content which can be controlled by annealing conditions such as the temperature or the speed of cooling. Such a behaviour has actually been reported by a number of other groups [11] [12] [13] . Our [15] that this effect is due to the granular structure of these superconductors ; but under certain preparation conditions [17] it may be suppressed in bulk samples,leading to inductive transition widths below 0.2 K, without affecting Tc.
These results are summarized in figure 2 where Fig. 1. -a) [18] . The results obtained were similar to those found in the literature and they will be published elsewhere [17] .
In order to determine the kinetics of oxygen insertion, a lot of pellets, treated as before (2 hours at 970 °C followed by 2 [13, 16] it appears that our starting pellets would have an oxygen stoichiometry close to 6.7. This result agrees also quite well with ATG [19] and equilibrium data [20] from which the expected oxygen content would be close to 6.65.
The oxygen content starts to increase very slowly at low annealing temperatures, and it seems to be incomplete at Tann 400 °C. In addition, oxygen ordering probably does not occur at these temperatures. On the other hand, oxygen starts to be lost when Tann 400 °C, which is consistent with results of reference [19] [21] . A quantitative description of this behaviour in the framework of coherence transition has been given [15] . This granular aspect was recently confirmed by several other authors [22, 23] . In particular, a strong dependence of the transition width with the sample's apparent density was pointed out [24] . In In addition to a very high quality attainable, the annealing process which we propose [14] has the advantages of simplicity, speed samples are obtained within 8 hours) and very good reproducibility (almost a hundred tested samples gave the same inductive response). All these points are of clear interest either for the elaboration of reliable samples in view of physical measurements or for a future large-scale preparation.
The same thermal treatment proposed in this work has been extended to other (RE) B a2CU307 -x compounds, and lead to equally good results [17] .
